
This is a contest to compete for your 
presenta on skill, how briefly and simply 
you present your research in 3 minutes.

Why don't you try your skill?

3 Minute Speech Contest
(Online) 

Entry Period:Mon. Sep. 26, 2022 ~ Mon. Oct. 17, 2022 

Contestant Decided: Thu. Oct. 27, 2022
※15 people among applicants will proceed to the preliminary round.

What To Submit: "3 minutes video" 

（Will be held in English on one of three days)

12:20～12:55 on all days

※Summarize your research in 3 minutes video and send it to us.

・Present your research in 3 minutes.
・5 people will present per day. Q&A time will be after all presentations (15 minutes).
・1 people will be selected to proceed to the final round by audience votes on each day.

Those Presenting in the Preliminary round will get

the Amazon gift card (3,000 yen)
In addition,

Those Presenting in the Final round will get

the Amazon gift card (5,000 yen)

・3 people who win the preliminary round will present their researches in 3 minutes.
・There will be 5 minutes Q&A session after each presentation.
・The winner will be selected by audience votes.

The winner will get the Amazon gift card (30,000 yen)

Entry deadline is Oct. 17!

Final

Preliminaries

Mon. Nov. 7, 2022
 〜Wed. Nov. 9, 2022

Fri. Nov. 18, 2022
        12:20-12:55

Inquiry
Office of Graduate Studies
Ritsumeikan University
TEL. 075-465-8195
Email. ru-excel@st.ritsumei.ac.jp

Read this code
 to entry



【Application Guidelines】
In this speech contest, graduate students will compete how briefly and simply they present the vision and 
the attractive points of their researches in the limited time, 3 minutes. 
It is a short time, but also a good chance to present your research. 
Moreover, this will help you to improve your presentation skill how to explain your research to those who are 
in different fields.
We're waiting for your applications.

①The video must be within 3 minutes.

②Please present your research with 1 slide material.
The presentation must be in a language you use in the preliminaries.

③When you make a presentation, please face front that audience can see the
presenter's facial expression.

④When you prepare the presentation material, please be careful of copyright and the
portrait right, and indicate the source if needed.

⑤Regarding the contents of your presentation and slide, please be sure to check with
your supervisor in advance.

⑥The video must be within 100MB and in mp4 format.

⑦Submitted videos will be screened and the qualifier will be decided.

①The presentation time is no longer than 3 minutes.
Your presentation will be ended forcibly after 3 minutes.

②You are not allowed to change the contents drastically after submitting for video
screening.

③The people proceeding to the final round and the winner will be selected by
audience votes.

①Appeals of your research
• The presentation title and slide are easy to understand, and they enhance the

appeal points.
• Your passion to the research is understood and the presentation makes the

audiences know more about the research.
• The meaning of your research, impact and results(conclusion, outcome etc.)

are specified.

②Communication
• The presenter explains in a proper expression so that people in different fields

can understand.
• The presentation is organized in a balanced manner, and explained logically

and simply.
• The presenter improves the tone of voice and speed to make the presentation

heard clearly.

The audience will listen to presentations and vote 1 presenter whose presentation 
is understood most, impressive and high-impact. In case the presenters have won 
the same number of votes, the winner will be decided after the attending member 
of the Graduate Student Career Path Support Center on this day discuss.
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